


Geoffrey Beene is an authentic American 

designer brand recognized for style, quality, fit, and comfort. 
Geoffrey Beene is a lifestyle men’s brand available in 36 
countries worldwide. The iconic designer, Geoffrey Beene, 
was America’s most-awarded fashion designer. Today, the 
Geoffrey Beene brand, is unique to the fashion industry, in 
that 100% of Net Profits from Geoffrey Beene, LLC fund 
revolutionary new cancer research at the Geoffrey Beene 
Cancer Research Center at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer 
Center. For more than 10 years Geoffrey Beene has been 
making a real difference to people’s lives all over the world. 
 
 



“The whole point of design is 

to make people feel better 
about themselves” 
  

 - Geoffrey Beene 







The Watch Collection 

When the Geoffrey Beene watch collections 

was begin to be put together  nearly 10 

years ago, the philosophy was; developed 

the best possible looking watch at an 

appealing price. By utilizing in house, New 

York based designers and production 

coordinators, the collection is constantly 

evolving and challenged to utilizing new 

techniques to make each collection better 

than the last.  

 

Attention to detail and quality is an 

important aspect to the collection. Unlike 

other price pointed brands, the Geoffrey 

Beene line encompasses Japanese quartz 

movement's and water resistance to ensure 

that the watch will be functioning until the 

consumer is ready to purchase the latest 

Geoffrey Beene watch design 



Social Media Presence 



Less Expensive 

More Expensive 

Casual Trendy 



GB8052GU GB8048GDBK GB8048GU GB8048SLBL 



GB8051GU GB8088TTG 
GB8087GUBK GB8087SLNV 



GB8071GDSL GB8071SL 



GB8079GNBK GB8065RGBNGY 
GB8065GUBK 



GB8070SLBNNV GB8069GU GB8069GD 



GB8068GU GB8068GDCHBK 



GB8113SL GB8113GU 



GB8090SL GB8102SL 



Floor Display Option 

 

- Hold Between 60-80 Watches 

- 4 Sided Rotating Display 

- 18” Wide x 50” Tall 

 

Min Buy in For Display: 240 Units 

Min Reorder: 100 Units 

 

Suggest Retail: $29.99 

Cost: $12 

Margin: 60% 



For more information please contact  

our Exclusive Travel Retail / Duty Free and In Flight Agents 

Tel: +847-518-1600 

Info@worldclassbrands.com 

 

www.worldclassbrands.com 


